Fact Sheet

Mobile Field Interview
Continuous field intelligence and analysis, at your fingertips

Based on Haystax Technology’s Constellation Analytics Platform, our Mobile Field Interview application is
designed to digitize and streamline the field interview (FI) process from end to end, eliminating the need for
cumbersome hand-written FI notecards. FI data can be rapidly accessed to identify emerging threats, patterns
and trends, boosting analytical capabilities while saving thousands of labor hours.

Actionable intel from the field
The Mobile FI app replaces conventional field interview cards, which are
challenging to fill out, submit, file, store and retrieve. With this app on their
smartphones, law enforcement officers can enter data collected from informal
contacts during routine patrols, which can be immediately accessed by other
system users. Mobile FI captures information on people — such as clothing,
physical features and unusual markings like tattoos and scars, plus routine data
like birth dates and home addresses — as well as vehicle makes, models, years,
colors and license plate numbers. Officers can also attach geo-located photos,
which can be valuable for background related to an incident or to track the
movement of specific people or vehicles over time

Centralized data fusion
Far more than just a simple data-entry app, Mobile FI is fully integrated into
our cloud-based Constellation platform so department personnel can crossreference new FI alerts with past encounters, suspicious vehicle and activity
reports and other related events. Intuitive searching, filtering and sorting from
this central repository can be done rapidly, providing the earliest indications
of potential criminal or terrorist activity. For example, departments can quickly
ascertain links and common activity patterns between five individual members
of the same street gang, or a suspicious vehicle that is observed in three
separate locations. Each entry can be edited or updated by any authorized user
as new information becomes available, and customized summary reports can
be generated on a regular basis.

Technological power
Law enforcement agencies can take full advantage of the latest cloud, data
analytics and mobile device technologies embedded in Mobile FI. Officers
simply enter relevant information (many of the fields will auto-populate) and
click ‘Submit,’ whereupon the entry is instantaneously synchronized and visible
across the department. Because the system automatically geo-tags and timestamps each FI report, the exact locations and times of all entries are recorded.
Auto-filled data fields and talk-to-text mean that erroneous data due to illegible
handwriting or rekeying mistakes also is eliminated. And off-line capabilities
allow the app to function even without network connectivity.
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Customer Success Stories
Replacing paper-based FI reports with digital alerts and analysis

US law enforcement agencies use the Constellation Mobile
FI app to streamline their field interview processes and
improve intelligence sharing and reporting. Field officers
now submit their reports digitally, on individuals caught
trespassing, loitering or otherwise acting suspiciously, or
on vehicle-related issues like broken tail-lights or parking
for excessive periods of time. And because Constellation
is cloud-based, commanders, investigators and other
authorized users can then securely access all these
individual FI records — plus aggregated reports and mapbased data — anywhere at any time on their smartphones,
tablets, laptops or desktops. The net result for law
enforcement officials, both in the field and in command
centers, is improved domain awareness that would
be nearly impossible relying on paper-based and nonmobile systems. This enhanced awareness helps police
departments investigate and make quicker connections
between events to stay ahead of high-risk situations.

Key Features
24/7 intelligence
Instant access to FI information,
on any device

Geo-location
Built-in blue-force tracking
and precise event location

Security
Complete protection of data with
encrypted storage and transmission

Key Benefits
Deeper insights
Empowers commanders
with actionable analysis

Mission ready
Secure cloud-deployed application

Cost effective
Rapid deployment and user training

Contact us to learn more
The best way to get to know our Mobile Field Interview app is to get your hands on the actual product. Go
to haystax.com/products/law-enforcement/ and click the ‘Ask our experts’ button to learn more.
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